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Programme

www.telfordhamfest.co.uk

April 18

Under a Fiver (£5) Construction Competition. Bring along something !
Marconi Day (IMD—GB8MD) Preparations. (Tywyn, April 20-22)
April 20-22 (Fri-Sun.) GB8MD TDARS on the Welsh Coast @ Marconi Cottages.
April 22 (Sun.) GB50TEL “Spring into the Park” - Telford Town Park. Don M0TBQ I/C.
Setup from 7:30 am. Event all day. Lots of help welcome. Telford 50th.
April 25
Talk by Richard G0VXG. Radio Astronomy from the back garden.
May 2

Committee Meeting 7:30pm. GX3ZME on-the-air

May 9
Portable on-the-field (Marconi and GB50TEL de-brief in LWVH if raining.)
May 12-13 (Sat-Sun) GB50TEL Kit and Balloon Festival from Telford Town Park
May 16
Surplus Equipment Sale
May 23

First 2m DF (direction Finding) on 144.600 MHz. Start LWVH 7:30pm

May 30

Talk by Brian G6UDX—topic TBC.

June 2
June 6

GB50TEL at Wappenshall canal Junction (1000-1600 hrs.)
Committee Meeting 7:30pm. GX3ZME on-the-air

June 13
50 MHz Trophy Contest preparation (+ video if time)
June 16-17 50 MHz Trophy Contest G3Z—Long Mynd 1400-1400z. Set up in morning.
June 20
Annual B-B-Q on the LW Village Field (behind the Huntsman)
June 27
Second 2m DF (direction Finding) on 144.600 MHz. Start LWVH 7:30pm
July 4
VHF NFD Preparations (note: this is first Wednesday in the month)
July 7-8 (Sat-Sun) VHF NFD from Long Mynd IO82NN. Setup from 10:30 hrs.
July 11
Committee Meeting 7:30pm. GX3ZME on-the-air
July 18
Third 2m DF (direction Finding) on 144.600 MHz. Start LWVH 7:30pm
For Amateur Radio Exam Training—enquiries to Mike G3JKX (01952 299677)
For Morse Training and Morse Proficiency Tests Martyn G3UKV or Eric M0KZB.
For Equipment Loans & Returns contact Don M0TBQ.
Radio Amateur Exams- Latest: www.tdars.org.uk/html/training.html

Editorial
I was going to write an Editorial about FT8 and other digital modes…….and then I thought I
should mention the forthcoming GDPR (data protection) regulations taking effect on May 25th……
but then I thought ‘Every article I seem to come across in the media, magazines and the like—
seem to mention these two topics.’ ZZzzzzzz. . .So I have decided to steer clear of both !
Instead, I thought I would mention a topic closer to my heart. That’s CW (morse code). I was lucky
to learn morse in my early teens back in the 1960s. As a SWL, I wanted to know who was sending
those dots & dashes at the bottom end of the HF bands, and read their messages. So with
motivation and fellow school friends, I picked it up and learnt to read it (and send it—somewhat
illegally) before I even got my ‘ticket’. Like riding a bike, once learnt, never forgotten—and I still
find the mode intriguing and most useful. Only yesterday I used it on three microwave bands for a
quarter of all my QSOs—otherwise the contacts would not have been completed. It is still one of
the most effective weak signal modes, although digi modes are making inroads of course.
Many of you know I’m licensed to send CW under the broadcasting callsign GB2CW (Thursdays,
09:00 local, 3605 KHz, for half an hour at 5, 8 and 12 words per minute). It’s definitely improved
my hand-key morse sending over the past 11+ years, and hopefully helped and encouraged
others to participate and use the mode.
Another way I’ve indulged the mode for many years is as an approved ‘Morse Assessor’ for the
RSGB. As a result, a few TDARS members and others have received a “Morse Proficiency Certificate” . In the past few weeks, this has been updated, so that it can be carried out remotely, using
Skype or other VOIP (Optional). Sounds simple enough, but it’s definitely not! Just think about
making sure the candidate is actually doing the sending. . . . That s/he has not practised the text
before the test . . . That the text s/he receives from the assessor is at the right speed. . . .that the
video/sound link is 100% . . . And so on. Eric ‘KZB (my only fellow assessor in Shropshire) has
successfully completed such an assessment for a candidate at 20 wpm—but admits it’s a bit
tricky! I’m a bit of a coward, and would still prefer a face-to-face session—but I hope to move on in
the next few weeks. The updated RSGB link is http://rsgb.org/main/operating/morse/
Finally, if you’re interesting in learning or improving your morse, try listening between 3540
and 3450 KHz on Tuesday evenings, starting at 8pm. A group in Cheltenham, led by Derek
G3NKS, have undertaken ‘Slow Morse Evenings’. Here’s an extract from CARA Newsletter:“The activity take place every Tuesday evening starting at 8pm and is normally over by 9pm. The recommended
frequency band is 3540 to 3550kHz but most of the QSOs take place between 3540 and 3545kHz. Speeds vary but
the guidance is that the speed should be set by the slowest sender in the QSO. Members use all sorts of methods of
producing Morse code (eg bug-keys, side-swipers, electronic keyers and maybe even keyboards) but on the first
Tuesday of each month the use of straight keys is encouraged. “ Maybe monitor, maybe join in ?
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Qtc: News & Information
TDARS MEETINGS EVERY WEDNESDAY AT LITTLE WENLOCK
VILLAGE HALL UNLESS INDICATED OTHERWISE
ON THE FRONT PAGE PROGRAMME.
ROOM BOOKED FROM 7PM - 10PM.
If Junior Hamsters group meeting, please do not enter before 7:45pm
MEETINGS USUALLY COMMENCE AT 8PM
Please note: A current membership card may be required to borrow
TDARS equipment. Please return borrowed equipment promptly .

The 49th TDARS AGM took place at the end of March at LWVH. What follows is a summary
of the meeting, and not the official Minutes.
Eric M0KZB opened the meeting by welcoming all those present, and presenting his annual
presentation as Chairman. It had been a busy and successful year. At the HamFest weekend,
the G-QRP event had been added, attracting more visitors and interest. Winning the RSGB
2016 National Club of the Year early on was a highlight. Paul ‘PLA, along with Simon ‘UFE,
John ‘JZH had done much to promote TDARS through SOTA (Summits on the Air). Marconi
Day at Tywyn was again a success. And this year Telford’s 50th anniversary was a great
opportunity for the club to publicise itself, and next year (2019) is also our own Club’s 50th
anniversary—so we hope to organise something special. Eric asked Members to fully support
both celebrations. The ‘Hamsters’ (youngsters group) have now lasted over 18 months, and
numbers attending have been steady, with 7 in the present group. The 2017/18 Committee
have been “do-ers”, which is great.
Applause followed Eric’s speech.
Jim G8UGL then presented his annual financial Report, which showed a
modest reduction in the final balance over 2016/17, but overall was
satisfactory. Several questions were raised and answered. Annual
subscriptions for 2018-19 will remain the same—£30, and £24 for ‘nonearners’. (concessions). Subs. are now due. The auditors (Mike and Dave
– G3JKX and G8VZT) were acknowledged.
Then followed the Committee elections.
There were no changes this year, except that Mike G6DFD got Chris
Shipman 2E0EOH to replace him as assistant Curator. This post mainly
exists to cover for Don ‘TBQ (curator) when he is attending a committee
meeting, or sometimes equipment is borrowed when Don is not available at some Wednesday
meetings. All Committee members are listed on Page 2 of this Newsletter.
The committee wishes to thank all Members who have contributed in any way to the success
of the Society over the past year, and look forward to your continued support.
Then came the annual Trophies presentations.
The Jack Hassall (Services to TDARS over the past
year) passed to Heather and Paul (M0HMO and
G8AQA) for their exceptional involvement in
numerous aspects of the club.
telfordhams

G8AQA,M0HMO, ….M0KZB (+’JZH,’UPF)

Some of the Members.present
at the AGM in March.

The Syd Poole (G3IMP) Trophy for Operating in the Best Spirit of
Amateur Radio was chosen by the Committee and went to Dave
G0CER—for his promotion of the Tuesday UKAC contests and
particularly for his enthusiastic promotion and involvement in RTTY
contests, both for himself and the Club.
>>>>>>>
The DF (Direction Finding) Trophy from
last summer’s series in Little Wenlock
was a close run result, but Paul G8AQA
was the winner over the 3 sessions.
<<<<<<<<
The main Construction Competition was
comfortably won by a (re)new member
of TDARS—David Holman M0YDH.
Unfortuantely he could not be at the
meeting, but his name is suitably
engraved on the back of this award. >>>
The ‘Under a Fiver Construction Trophy’ was held over due to
snowy weather on the night intended, but will be awarded at the
rearranged date of April 18th. Watch this space.
Finally, the Kippure Trophy was awarded for a second time to a
certain Member who has been ‘cropped’ from this photo, but his
nominator, Paul M0PLA, (pictured) gave a fair summary for why
Gxxxx should receive the wooden spoon award. Incidentally, the
trophy came from Kippure Mountain, south of Dublin, during an expedition there in 1993, and still lights up if volts are applied to a couple of terminals
on the sealed block. It was found lying abandoned by the nearby TV mast.
As at the middle of March, 46 Members of TDARS (2017-18) included:
Chris 2E0EOH, Albert 2E0KDF, Speedy (Peter) 2E0KLS, Martin 2E0TRO, Malcolm 2E1DYL, Ray
2E1HTU, Norman G0ASP, Dave G0CER, Brian G0HCT, Sean G0G0OOQ, Steve G0RQI, Simon
G0UFE, Mike G3JKX, Martyn G3UKV, Mike G4NKC, John G4YDT, Mike G6DFD, Brian G6UDX,
John G7ACD, Graham G7LMF, Paul G8AQA, Jim G8UGL, Dave G8VZT, Dave GM3YEW, Don
M0FHM, Heather M0HMO, David M0IRS, John M0JZH, Eric M0KZB, Paul M0PLA, Paul M0PNN,
Bob M0RJS, Rich M0RKY, Tony M0TAW, Don M0TBQ, David M0YDH, Peter M1FGN, John
M6JAX, Stuart M6LLO, SWLs (Hamsters): Harry C, Frederick J, Benjamin C, Benjamin P, Sam P,
Tobias P, Frank W. [Please let me or Jim know of any errors or omissions—Ed]

From Mike G6DFD ……..
“Yaesu.
I wonder if M0PNN (Paul) ever sent a QSL card to a station with the call sign JA1MP ? Well if he did, did you know
he was the founder of Yaesu? He's still listed in QRZ.com and the FT1000MP was made in honour of his work at
the company.
Yaesu was founded as Yaesu Musen Co. Ltd. in 1959 by a Japanese radio amateur Sako Hasegawa with callsign
JA1MP in the Tokyo neighbourhood of Yaesu; yes it’s a place near the station, according to Wikipedia. The initial
intent seemed to have been to develop and manufacture commercial and amateur radio transceivers for the Japanese
market, but by 1964 there were sales agreements placed in Australia and Germany. In Europe the equipment was
sold under the Yaesu brand and the Sommerkamp brand, anyone remember them ? In 1963 the Swiss firm Sommerkamp imported Yaesu equipment and sold it using their own brand. “

Making the fascia panel of a Digitally Controlled Lab PSU by Brian G6UDX
The follow describes the method I have developed for making the fascia panel of the Digitally Controlled Lab PSU I'm designing/building. I've no doubt the concept could be adapted and improved upon by others. However, as it is, it works for me.
The original metal front panel of the case which I'm using for the PSU is about 155mm x 65mm. I replaced that with a piece of 2mm thick clear acrylic of the same size using the original four self tapping screw fixings (each one about 5 - 6mm from each corner). These pass through holes drilled in
the corners of the acrylic.
Of the exact same size behind this is a piece of standard 100gsm paper printed on an inkjet printer.
This paper carries the artwork of choice produced using a freebie CAD package (Draftsight, in this
instance). Using a CAD package means I was able to print the exact size I wanted straight-off by
drawing it full size and printing it with 1:1 scale ratio. Those fluent with other S/W packages may
choose to use one of their own liking.
The 1602 LCD display is adjusted and mounted on the internal chassis so that it sits in gentle contact
with the back of the fascia. To stiffen the paper a little, provide a measure of RF shielding and to minimise light spillage from the LCD backlight and the LEDs on the Arduino Nano/Pro-mini, I attached a
piece of self adhesive aluminium foil to the reverse of the paper.
I drilled holes for the +ive & -ive terminal 4mm binding posts along with larger clearance holes for
the Set Voltage and Set Current rotary encoders.
The rectangular hole for the ON/OFF power switch was "chain-drilled"and carefully filed to size.
Using a very sharp craft knife and steel straight edge I carefully cut the aperture in the paper/foil
laminate for the 1602 display drawing the knife from the corner to the middle of each of the four sides
of the 64 x 14mm rectangle.
The other holes were made by carefully aligning the paper/foil laminate against the acrylic and gently
rubbing around the holes to make an indentation. The fascia fixing screws were simply pressed
through the small corner holes. The circular holes for the rotary encoders were slashed across the
diameter three or four times from the foil side so that the shafts could pass through. Any untidiness
would be hidden by the control knob.
The binding post holes were similarly
treated, the paper/foil laminate being
trimmed as necessary to ensure the
inter-locking spacer washers where
they each pass through the panel
would fit together.
One final word of warning. Don't
over-tighten the corner fixing screws
when finally fixing it in place. . . . . . .
. guess why?

Thanks for Newsletter input this time:
Brian G6UDX, Jim G8UGL, Dave G0CER, Paul M0PLA, Mike G6DFD, Graham G7LMF.
Next edition mid June : Please keep it coming-contributors make the difference!

How I became interested in amateur radio

—By Martin 2E0TRO

I believe my interest in amateur radio started back in the late 1960’s when, as a 14 year old, I
was a Cadet Sergeant in the Army Cadet Force. I used the old 18 set radios running around the
training areas of Cannock Chase, Swinnerton, Sennybridge and even Aldershot once.
Later, when I was a Gunner in the Territorial Army 210 Air Defence Battery Royal Artillery, I liked
to listen in to the radio comms when we were on manoeuvres .
In the mid 1970’s I was a mechanic with Warley Ambulance Service; they initially used the old
Pye Cambridge radio sets and then the Pye Europa radio sets. All vehicles had the phonetic
alphabet call signs and the call sign used by the mechanics in our Land Rover was ‘Fox’ (not
Foxtrot!). The Chief Ambulance Officer (an ex-Army officer) was a stickler for using correct radio
procedure and God forbid anyone caught not complying!! Sadly, I did get caught one Saturday
morning when I used an incorrect call sign - ‘Wollumboola 1 to Wollumboola base’ and
unfortunately we were overheard by ‘Victor’ (the Chief’s call sign). He asked the control officer
for me to go and see him first thing on Monday morning when we were reminded of the need to
use appropriate call signs.
With the onset of CB radios in the late 1970’s I used a Ham International Major with 80 channels and 80 USB LSB, and my ‘handle’
was Black Baron.
I purchased an Austin Champ in the late 1980s which had a 62 set
radio fitted and I eventually succeeded in getting it to work.
I furthered my interest in amateur radio after I purchased a Willys
jeep in the late 1990s and fitted a WW2 GRC 9 radio. As I wanted
to operate it legally, I turned to TDARS and after gaining my
Foundation M3 I then gained my Intermediate 2E0 and adopted my
call sign as ‘TRO’ (my nickname as a child!).
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+

Martin + ????? (2014)

TDARS Equipment available to loan to Members. Usually, we expect such equipment to be
returned the following Wednesday, but this depends on what it is. For example, an antenna may
be borrowed for two or three weeks for assessment, whereas borrowing a filter kit could probably
be tried out and returned within a week. Also the curator (Don ‘TBQ) may request to see your
Membership card if he is not certain you are a member. Certain expensive items (eg the Icom HF
Transceiver) are not suitable for inexperienced persons, possibly new to the hobby, as they are
easily damaged and costly to repair, and may not match that person’s licence level.
Items available include power supplies, a range of antennas for HF and VHF, Heil headsets,
solder stations, magmount /M base, portable AC generator, SEM antenna tuner, LDG auto-tuner,
FT-60E handhelds, PMR handsets, morse tutor—and even a ‘Portaloo’ ! Lots more too…..
Also there is quite an extensive library of books available to loan. Have a look at the titles
upstairs in the glass-fronted cupboard — all available to borrow for a week or two.
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
As an occasional item, here is an actual question taken from the City & Guilds Radio Amateurs’
Examination (RAE 55/1 May 1965) which I still possess! All answers had to be in script format:“With the aid of a circuit diagram describe a power supply unit suitable for providing a stabilised
150 volt h.t. supply for the oscillator stage of a transmitter from 240 volt 50 c/s mains. Explain
how stabilisation is achieved”. Candidates had to answer 6 questions out of 8, plus two licence
type questions (no choice). Note: candidates may use a slide rule (!) and squared paper.

From Dave G0CER …… (22/02/2018)
who has been promoting Data modes and RTTY in particular:
“Here is a list of BARTG contests through the rest of the year with accurate dates and times.
BARTG website is on http://www.bartg.org.uk/index.asp
1st BARTG Sprint 75 Sunday evening contest - 75baud speed
1700Z-2059Z, Apr 29, 2018 (Logs due: May 6)
http://www.contestcalendar.com/contestdetails.php?ref=513
2nd BARTG Sprint 75 Sunday evening contest - 75baud speed
1700Z-2059Z, Sep 16, 2018 (Logs due: Sep 23)
http://www.contestcalendar.com/contestdetails.php?ref=513
However they seem to have problems with contest pages, the RSGB are hosting the contest
pages http://bartg.rsgbcc.org/cgi-bin/readcal.pl “

Also from Dave ……

(11/03/2018)

This model, Dave ?

“I remember writing up how pleased I was with what I'd
worked during the contest, especially as I'd used QRP power
levels into my Comet H422 and wire antennas to do my best
- I've just looked at the line. Results show (including a
certificate) that I got 1st in UK, 7th in Europe and 10th in
the world. [Well done, Dave—Ed]

I've not found out of how many yet, but all the same – it’s a good result.
http://www.cqwwrtty.com/certificate/index.htm?call=G0C&year=2017&mode=RTTY “
~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~

From Paul M0PLA . . . . .

(03/04/2018)

“ A few photos and testing of my new end fed half wave 9:1 Balun and it looks good, so fingers
crossed. This will be used for my SOTA portable operations later this year when I start doing a
little more HF. I think it looks ready to go. “

And from Don M0FHM . . . . . .

(22/03/2018)

“ Hi Martyn: Just a space filler for the Mag. Good to be back at the club last night. “

These are the parts inside a
domestic LED light unit.

~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~+~
One name that did not appear on the previous list of TDARS members
was that of Ray Blackmoore G0CYN, who lived in the Wellington area.
Ray came along to a couple of club meetings, and was going to join in the
very near future.
Unfortunately he left it too late as he passed away at the end of February
(26th) unexpectedly, just a day before his fiftieth birthday, at his home in
Dothill.
Ray had various medical problems, but had enthusiastically come back to amateur radio after
many years doing other things. He was active daily on the VHF bands, and listened on HF too. He
enjoyed the experimental side of the hobby , repaired rigs, as well as operating.
He will be greatly missed by his partner, Debbie, as well as his family.
The funeral took place at Telford Crem. (26 March) and was followed by a ’wake’ at The Wickets,
where 7 club members met up wearing tdars jerseys, alongside many other attendees.
The service included an extensive and unusual ‘publication’, with many of Ray’s own comments
and wacky pictures. Here’s just one extract:- “Life is amazing. And then it’s awful. And then it’s
amazing again. In between the amazing and awful it’s ordinary, and mundane and routine.”
R.I.P., Ray

Other notes from recent Committee meetings:
The club is on the lookout for a new projector which ideally will accept inputs from older serial
laptops and PCs, as well as the more recent HDMI. A possible source has been identified . . .
TDARS will be celebrating its 50th anniversary next year (2019) so a special occasion or perhaps
several events will be organised as the time approaches …..
A new 432MHz high-gain antenna is being constructed to use on VHF NFD in early July….
The club’s FT817 PA failed recently, but it is hoped to cannibalise parts from another FT817 that is
no longer functional, but is believed to have a good PA block…..
The forthcoming data protection regulations (GDPR) are being examined to ensure TDARS complies with its requirements. As a voluntary organisation, this should be a fairly painless exercise….
The special call GB50TEL has been allocated to TDARS and will be used at a range of events
during this year. Just look at pages 1 and 9, and follow Facebook and/or the Club’s Website…...

GB50TEL - Special Event Station for 2018
On 29th November 2018 Telford will reach its 50 birthday, marking the date of the
Designation of the New Town, a significant milestone in the on-going development
of the town and a fantastic opportunity for communities to come together to
celebrate.
Telford is an ever evolving and developing town in the West Midlands which
continues to make its mark as a place of innovation, invention and technology
harking back to its industrial heritage and significant history.
Named after the famous civil engineer Thomas Telford, Telford is often called the “birthplace of industry”
due to places in the borough such as the Ironbridge Gorge that are internationally recognised for their key
role in the industrial revolution. Ironbridge Gorge is also a scenic tourist destination and part of UNESCO
World Heritage Site.
To mark this special anniversary Simon (G0UFE) and John (M0JZH) have arranged for Telford and District
Amateur Radio Society (TDARS) to run GB50TEL at a number of events during the year (the three listed
below have so far been confirmed)
GB50TEL makes its first appearance at Spring into St. Georges Day,
billed as a FREE fun filled family event on Sunday 22nd April 2018 from
Telford Town Park (WAB square SJ-60)

Telford Balloon and Kite Fiesta on 12th and 13th May 2018 will be the second
outing of GB50TEL (again from Telford Town Park (WAB square SJ-60)).
This annual event is expected to attract approximately 30,000 visitors this
year to see Telford's skies filled with spectacular flying objects over the
weekend to celebrate Telford 50.

Saturday 2nd June 2018 sees GB50TEL at Wappenshall Junction (WAB
square SJ-61). This is a regular haunt for TDARS as Wappenshall Wharf
is very important for its architecture, industrial archaeology and social
history and it is believed that Thomas Telford himself designed the
smaller warehouse as it bears many hallmarks of his work.
GB50TEL will be running at other events throughout 2018 and is the
holder of WAB Book Number 22237 so do call in and collect this limited
availability book.
Please support these events by volunteering to help out with setting up, operating and taking down of the
stations at each of the event.
These are great opportunities to really sell TDARS to the members of the public in Telford and maybe even
get a few more recruits for the club.
Graham - G7LMF

